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Abstract Cholelithiasis is one of the commonest dis-

eases in gastroenterology. Remarkable improvements in

therapeutic modalities for cholelithiasis and its compli-

cations are evident. The Japanese Society of Gastroen-

terology has revised the evidence-based clinical practice

guidelines for cholelithiasis. Forty-three clinical ques-

tions, for four categories—epidemiology and pathogen-

esis, diagnosis, treatments, and prognosis and

complications—were selected, and a literature search

was performed for the clinical questions with use of the

MEDLINE, Cochrane, and Igaku Chuo Zasshi databases

for the period between 1983 and June 2012. The

guidelines were developed with use of the Grading of

Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Eval-

uation (GRADE) system. This article preferentially

describes the clinical management of cholelithiasis and

its complications. Following description of the diagnosis

performed stepwise through imaging modalities, treat-

ments of cholecystolithiasis, choledocholithiasis, and

hepatolithiasis are introduced along with a flowchart.

Since there have been remarkable improvements in

endoscopic treatments and surgical techniques, the

guidelines ensure flexibility in choices according to the

actual clinical environment. The revised clinical practice

guidelines are appropriate for use by clinicians in their

daily practice.

Keywords Cholelithiasis � Laparoscopic

cholecystectomy � Bile acid dissolution therapy �
Extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy � Endoscopic

sphincterotomy

Introduction

The first edition of ‘‘Clinical practice guidelines for the

treatment of cholelithiasis,’’ published in 2009, was

developed on the basis of documented evidence published

from 1983 to 2007 and consisted of chapters on epidemi-

ology and pathology, diagnosis, treatments (separate sec-

tions for cholecystolithiasis, choledocholithiasis, and

hepatolithiasis), and prognosis and complications. How-

ever, for topics in the chapter on epidemiology and

pathology, there was little evidence during the search

period, leaving no choice but to refer mostly to classic

documentation. In subsequent years, however, remarkable

advancements in medical equipment, such as endoscopic

devices, and an increase in epidemiological research in

Japan and overseas resulted in a suitable opportunity to

revise the guidelines on the basis of new evidence. Thus,

‘‘Evidence-based clinical practice guidelines for the treat-

ment of cholelithiasis (2nd revised ed.)’’ for actual clinical

practice was developed through cooperation between the

The original version of this article appeared in Japanese as

‘‘Tansekishou Shinryo Guidelines 2016’’ from the Japanese Society

of Gastroenterology, published by Nankodo, Tokyo, 2016. See the

article on the standards, methods, and process of developing the

guidelines (doi:10.1007/s00535-014-1016-1).
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Japan Gastroenterological Endoscopy Society and the

Japan Biliary Association.

A working committee (Chair, S. Tazuma; Vice-Chair,

M. Unno; Y. Igarashi, K. Inui, K. Uchiyama, M. Kai, T.

Tsuyuguchi, H. Maguchi, T. Mori, K. Yamaguchi, and S.

Ryozawa) and an evaluation committee (Chair, Y.

Nimura; Vice-Chair, N. Fujita; K. Kubota, J. Shoda, M.

Tabata, and T. Mine) collaborated to create the guide-

lines. The revised guidelines consist of sections on epi-

demiology and pathology, diagnosis, treatments (separate

sections for cholecystolithiasis, choledocholithiasis, and

hepatolithiasis), and prognosis and complications. Forty-

three clinical questions (CQs) were selected, and a liter-

ature search was performed for the CQs with use of the

MEDLINE, Cochrane, and Igaku Chuo Zasshi databases

for the period between 1983 and June 2012. The guide-

lines were developed with use of the Grading of Rec-

ommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation

(GRADE) system [1]. The quality of evidence was graded

as A (high), B (moderate), C (low), or D (very low). The

strength of a recommendation was indicated as either 1

(strong recommendation) or 2 (weak recommendation).

Consensus was previously defined as 70% or more votes

in agreement [1].

This article preferentially describes the clinical man-

agement of cholelithiasis and its complications by sum-

marizing CQs. Treatments of cholecystolithiasis,

choledocholithiasis, and hepatolithiasis are introduced

along with a flowchart. The revised clinical practice

guidelines are appropriate for use by clinicians in their

daily practice.

Diagnosis of cholelithiasis

Diagnosis of cholelithiasis is performed by history tak-

ing, physical examination, blood examination, ultra-

sonography, and abdominal X-ray. The typical

symptoms are abdominal or back pain, fever, nausea

and/or vomiting, and jaundice. Biliary colic, a severe

pain in the right upper quadrant, is less frequent, and

many cases remain asymptomatic, incidentally diagnosed

on screening by ultrasonography. For cases that are

undefined, CT and/or magnetic resonance cholan-

giopancreatography (MRCP), and drip infusion cholan-

giography associated CT as the second-line modality

should be performed. For cases still to be diagnosed,

endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography

(ERCP), endoscopic ultrasonography, intraductal ultra-

sonography, and percutaneous transhepatic cholangiog-

raphy are recommended. Diagnosis of cholelithiasis

should be performed stepwise when undefined as shown

in Fig. 1.

Treatment of cholecystolithiasis

CQ1: Should asymptomatic cholecystolithiasis be

treated?

Statement

• We propose that asymptomatic patients should not be

treated if the gallbladder wall is fully evaluable.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: C.

• However, because hepatic dysfunction or gallbladder

cancer can occur, annual follow-up including physical

examination, abdominal ultrasonography, and other

modalities judged appropriate is recommended.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: C.

Commentary

Surgical treatment should be carefully selected for patients

with asymptomatic cholecystolithiasis because of the like-

lihood of complications. Surgery is not recommended for

patients with diabetes, for children, or for those with organ

transplants [2, 3]. About 2–4% of asymptomatic cholecys-

tolithiasis patients become symptomatic during follow-up

annually. Risk factors for transition include multiple gall-

stones, negative cholecystography findings, and young age

[4–6]. There is no clear evidence that cholecystolithiasis

increases the risk of gallbladder cancer or that there is an

History taking and physical examina�on

Blood exam, Abdominal X-ray, US

CT, DIC-CT, MRCP

ERCP, EUS, IDUS, PTC

*

*

*should be proceeded step-wisely, when diagnosis 
undefined.

Fig. 1 Flowchart for diagnosis for cholelithiasis. Diagnosis in

gallstone patients is performed by history taking, physical examina-

tion, blood examination, ultrasonography (US), and abdominal X-ray.

For cases that are undefined, CT and/or magnetic resonance

cholangiopancreatography (MRCP), and drip infusion cholangiogra-

phy associated CT (DIC-CT), endoscopic retrograde cholangiopan-

creatography (ERCP), endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS), and

intraductal ultrasonography (IDUS) should be performed for defini-

tive diagnosis together with diagnosis of complications such as

cholecystitis, cholangitis, liver abscess, and biliary cancers (see the

text for details)
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association of gallbladder cancer and cholelithiasis. Never-

theless, some studies have reported an increased risk of

gallbladder cancer in patients with gallstones with a diam-

eter of 3 cm or greater or porcelain gallbladder and in

elderly women [4]. The overall annual incidence of gall-

bladder cancer during cholelithiasis follow-up is only

0.01–0.02%, and about 0.3% in those followed up for

5 years or more. In light of this evidence, surgery is not

recommended solely to prevent gallbladder cancer [7–13].

Accordingly, no treatment is necessary for patients

whose gallbladder wall can be adequately evaluated by

abdominal ultrasonography. However, annual follow-up

assessment is recommended for such patients. In cases with

a gallbladder filled with stones, negative cholecystography

findings, or thickened gallbladder wall and suspected

cancer, it is best to determine the surgical treatment on the

basis of consultation with the patient even if no symptoms

are observed.

CQ2: What treatment is recommended

for symptomatic cholecystolithiasis?

Statement

• We recommend cholecystectomy for cholecystolithia-

sis patients presenting with any symptoms.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 1

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

• However, for patients who do not consent to surgery,

we recommend oral dissolution therapy or extracorpo-

real shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL), if either is

indicated.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

Commentary

Cholecystectomy is the first choice for treatment of

symptomatic cholecystolithiasis, especially for patients

with acute cholecystitis. Cholelithiasis is responsible for

90–95% of cases of acute cholecystitis, and 2% of patients

with nonsevere cholecystitis experience a recurrence

within 8–10 weeks [14]. Evidence from randomized trials

on the benefits of cholecystectomy for treatment of acute

cholecystitis shows that acute cholecystitis developed in

11% of followed-up cholelithiasis patients within

1.5–4 years, and 24% underwent cholecystectomy [15]. Of

720 cholelithiasis patients with previous symptoms, the

symptom-free period was 10 years or more in 41 patients

(5.7%) and 20 years or more in 26 patients (3.6%). A

sudden, serious recurrence after a long symptom-free per-

iod is not uncommon in elderly patients with cholelithiasis

[16]. In a comparison of elderly cholelithiasis surgery

patients aged 70 years or older with those younger than

70 years, acute cholecystitis complications occurred in

23.2% of the elderly patients versus 12.0% of the younger

patients. Comorbidities were present in 30% of the elderly

patients versus 9% of the younger patients, and other dif-

ferences included emergency versus early surgery (22% vs

4%), concomitant bile duct stones (47% vs 16%), the rate

of identification of bacteria in bile (80% vs 33%), post-

operative complications (25% vs 9%), and mortality (2.4%

vs 0.6%). Surgery is the treatment of choice for

cholelithiasis in elderly patients with no severe comor-

bidities, but it is optimal to perform surgery during an

intermission when acute cholangitis and obstructive jaun-

dice are not involved, whenever possible [17].

For cholecystocholedocholithiasis, the recommendation

for cholecystectomy after endoscopic treatment of chole-

docholithiasis is controversial. In a study of 61 patients

with cholecystolithiasis, biliary tract pain emerged within

1 year in 12 patients (19.7%), and 11 patients required

cholecystectomy. Patients with gallstone diameters of

10 mm or greater or concomitant acute pancreatitis had an

increased likelihood of undergoing cholecystectomy.

Cholecystectomy should thus be strongly recommended for

treatment of cholecystolithiasis after removal of common

bile duct stones if the stone diameter is 10 mm or greater

or if the patient has concomitant, acute pancreatitis [18].

Nonsurgical treatment with ursodeoxycholic acid

(UDCA) has been reported to significantly reduce the risk

of biliary tract pain, surgery, and acute cholecystitis even in

symptomatic patients. UDCA is recommended for symp-

tomatic patients who do not undergo surgery if dissolution

therapy is indicated [19]. Treatment with ESWL in com-

bination with dissolution therapy achieved complete

elimination of gallstones in 87% of a group of symptomatic

patients [20]. Therefore, it appears that this method of

treatment makes it possible to achieve a high rate of

elimination in a select group of patients [21, 22].

CQ3: Is laparoscopic cholecystectomy the first-

choice surgical option? What are the indications

for open surgery?

Statement

Is laparoscopic cholecystectomy the first-choice surgical

option?

• For institutions with adequate experience, laparoscopic

cholecystectomy is recommended as the first-choice

surgical procedure.
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Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 1

(100%).

Evidence level: A.

What are the indications for open surgery?

• We recommend open surgery whenever concomitant

gallbladder cancer is suspected before surgery.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

• We recommend the procedure be switched to open

surgery if concomitant gallbladder cancer becomes

suspected during surgery.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

• We recommend starting with open surgery or switching

to open surgery when a patient with advanced inflam-

mation that has an ambiguous anatomical relationship

with cholecystocholedocholithiasis is being treated.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

Commentary

The primary treatment for symptomatic cholecystolithiasis

is cholecystectomy. Laparoscopic cholecystectomy is

comparable to open cholecystectomy with regard to mor-

tality and the incidence of complications [23, 24], leads to

a significantly shorter hospital stay, and is generally

preferred as the first-choice surgical procedure (Fig. 1)

[25–28]. It has been reported that 3.6–8% of laparoscopic

cholecystectomies are intraoperatively switched to open

procedures for a variety of reasons, including technical

difficulties, biliary tract damage, anesthesia problems, and

device malfunction [29–32]. The switch to open chole-

cystectomy occurred more frequently in men than in

women; in patients aged 60 years or older; and in those

with a history of upper abdominal surgery, diabetes,

existing cardiovascular disease, marked inflammation (i.e.,

acute cholecystitis), a stone impacted in the cervix of the

gallbladder, pericholecystic abscess, thickened gallbladder

wall, elevated alkaline phosphatase level, or a high white

blood cell count. The switch was also made in patients

where gallbladder cancer was found during surgery, as well

as in some other patient subpopulations (Fig. 2) [29–34].

Multivariate analysis has identified the presence of acute

cholecystitis and a finding of thickening of the gallbladder

wall as significant independent factors for switching to

open surgery [35, 36]. However, patients with these char-

acteristics are not necessarily outside the indication of

laparoscopic cholecystectomy and these characteristics

need not be considered absolute contraindications. In

patients with a history of gastrectomy, it may take longer to

perform a laparoscopic cholecystectomy in patients with

concomitant choledocholithiasis or acute cholecystitis.

However, the rate of switching to open surgery and the

incidence of complications are comparable to those in

patients without a previous gastrectomy. The available

evidence suggests that laparoscopic cholecystectomy could

become the first choice for surgery [37, 38].

Asymptoma�c

Symptoma�c

Follow-up

In cases w/
difficulty in evalua�ng gallbladder wall
gallbladder wall thickening

Cholecystectomy
(first-line therapy:
laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy)

Bile acid 
dissolu�on therapy

ESWL

Early cholecystectomy
or
Gallbladder drainage

Floa�ng stone (<15mm in diameter)
Radiolucent or <60HU on CT scan
Func�oning gallbladder

Single stone (<20mm in diameter)
Radiolucent pure cholesterol stone
(<50HU on CT scan, Typical US image)
Func�oning gallbladder

Complica�on of acute cholecys��s

(incl. Mirizzi syndrome, gallbladder perfora�on,  
internal biliary fistula)

General treatment Op�onal treatment if applicable

Fig. 2 Treatment of

cholecystolithiasis. It is not

recommended that

asymptomatic patients undergo

therapy, but a conservative

follow-up is recommended.

Nevertheless, patients with

gallbladder wall thickness or

nonfunctioning, or in whom

image assessment is difficult,

can undergo prophylactic

cholecystectomy. Symptomatic

patients need treatment, and

laparoscopic cholecystectomy

should be a standard modality.

Other modalities are optional if

applicable (see the text for

details)
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In recent years, the use of single-port access in laparo-

scopic cholecystectomy has increased. Randomized trials

[39, 40] found that single-port laparoscopic cholecystec-

tomy required a significantly longer procedure time than

conventional laparoscopy, but the amount of bleeding and

postoperative pain and the incidence of complications that

occurred with the two methods did not differ [39]. In

addition, postoperative quality of life was higher with the

single-port technique and patients were able to return to

society earlier. However, the cost was higher than with the

conventional procedure [40].

Open surgery is first indicated for patients in whom

concomitant gallbladder cancer is suspected preopera-

tively. The possibility of peritoneal dissemination resulting

from intraoperative damage to the gallbladder and tumor

recurrence at the port site makes open cholecystectomy the

initial choice of surgical procedure for such patients

[41–43]. If the patient is found to have concomitant gall-

bladder cancer during laparoscopic cholecystectomy, the

procedure should be immediately switched to open surgery.

For patients with Mirizzi syndrome, laparoscopic chole-

cystectomy can be selected for type I cases depending on

institutional resources. Open surgery is recommended for

type II cases (see CQ7). For patients with advanced

inflammation and in whom the anatomical relationship

cannot be clearly determined, it is acceptable to start

cholecystectomy as a laparoscopic procedure, but to switch

to open surgery before a complication occurs. Pregnancy is

not a contraindication for minimally invasive laparoscopic

cholecystectomy, as it is now considered to have minimal

impact on the fetus [44], but the decision should be made

on a case-by-case basis.

Laparoscopic cholecystectomy is the first-choice surgi-

cal procedure for cholecystolithiasis at institutions with

adequate experience in laparoscopic surgery, but the

experience of surgeons and anesthesiologists must also be

considered. This becomes important when surgeons are

forced to change the procedure to an open cholecystectomy

(e.g., when the patient has advanced inflammation and the

anatomical relationship cannot be clearly determined). The

switch to open surgery should be implemented before a

complication occurs.

CQ4: What are the possible complications

of laparoscopic cholecystectomy?

Statement

• Intraoperative complications of laparoscopic cholecys-

tectomy include bile duct damage, bleeding, and dam-

age to other organs. Postoperative complications

include hemorrhage, bile spillage, wound infection,

shoulder pain, and subcutaneous emphysema.

Commentary

The 12th national questionnaire survey conducted by the

Japan Society for Endoscopic Surgery [45], which was

published outside the search period, found that laparo-

scopic cholecystectomy was performed in 83% of all

cholecystectomy cases in 2013, making it the standard

surgical procedure for cholelithiasis. Many institutions

were found to indicate open cholecystectomy only for

patients with a history of upper abdominal surgery or in

cases suspected to involve advanced cholecystitis or gall-

bladder cancer. Accordingly, although it is difficult to

compare the complication rates for open and laparoscopic

procedures, the current consensus is that they are nearly

equivalent [46, 47]. Surgical site infections have been

reported to occur more often in open surgery procedures

[47].

Intraoperative complications reported for a group of

452,936 patients with cholelithiasis who underwent

laparoscopic cholecystectomy between 1990 and 2013

(including 19,597 single-port procedures) included bile

duct injury (2876 patients, 0.63%), bleeding that required

hemostasis via open surgery (2349 patients, 0.51%), and

other organ injuries (1185 patients, 0.26%). The procedure

was switched to open cholecystectomy in 16,231 cases

(3.6%) because the anatomy was difficult to determine

because of advanced inflammation, adhesion resulting from

previous surgery, choledocholithiasis, or identification of

another disease during surgery. Thirty-one cases with

complications and accidents associated with instrument

malfunction were reported in the past 2 years. Clips used in

endoscopic surgery were the commonest cause of problems

(17 patients, 55%). Bile duct injury, mainly incisions or

damage from disconnection after misidentification of the

common bile duct as the gallbladder duct, was reported

[48]. Common bleeding sites included the cystic artery,

gallbladder bed (located near branches of the middle hep-

atic vein), and hepatic artery [46–48]. These complications

were most often related to the technical competence of the

surgeon, the extent of inflammation or adhesion, or surgery

being contained for too long [36, 48–51].

The postoperative complications reported in the survey

included 389 cases (0.09%) that required open surgery to

stop postoperative hemorrhage and 977 cases (0.21%) of

postoperatively identified bile duct injury. Common sites of

postoperative hemorrhage were the cystic artery and gall-

bladder bed (near branches of the middle hepatic vein). The

causes of postoperative bile spillage included bile duct

damage that was not noticed during surgery (primarily late

perforation because of heat damage), bile outflow because

of failure or deviation of a clip, and, rarely, a patent duct of

Luschka [48]. Between 1990 and 2013, 35 cases of port site

recurrence of gallbladder cancer were reported, indicating
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the need for careful assignment of patient indications. The

eighth national questionnaire survey by the Japan Society

for Endoscopic Surgery reported additional complications,

such as postoperative shoulder pain, wound infection,

subcutaneous emphysema, and respiratory complications,

but the frequency was never greater than 2%. Twenty-two

deaths after laparoscopic cholecystectomy were reported

between 1990 and 2003 [52]. The causes directly related to

the surgical procedure included injury to the great vessels

or by pneumoperitoneum caused by needles and trocars

(three cases), bile duct injury (three cases), and duodenal

injury (one suspected case). Other causes of death included

postoperative pulmonary embolism (eight cases) and

postoperative pancreatitis (one case).

CQ5: What are the indications for gallstone

dissolution therapy?

Statement

• As oral dissolution therapy for cholelithiasis with bile

acid formulations is effective for X-ray-negative

cholesterol gallstones in patients with normal gall-

bladder function, it should be performed in such cases.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: A.

Commentary

A medical decision analysis of various therapies for

symptomatic cholecystolithiasis found that nonsurgical

treatment was superior for maintaining the quality of life

[53]. The effectiveness of oral dissolution therapy of

X-ray-negative cholesterol gallstones with bile acid for-

mulations has been validated in a meta-analysis [54].

Treatment with a combination of UDCA and chen-

odeoxycholic acid (CDCA) for 6 months has been reported

to achieve complete dissolution of gallstones with a

diameter smaller than 15 mm in 52–62.8% of patients. A

rate of 24–38% has been reported for treatment with

UDCA alone [54, 55]. Although UDCA and CDCA share a

common mechanism of action (i.e., increasing the solu-

bility of cholesterol in bile) [56], the safety and efficacy of

UDCA are reported to be superior [57, 58].

Since CDCA was shown to cause diarrhea at a relatively

high frequency and possibly have transient effects on liver

dysfunction and serum lipid levels, its use in general clinical

practice has decreased [59]. Oral therapy is effective for

dissolution of radiolucent cholesterol gallstones as long as

the patient’s gallbladder function is maintained. The efficacy

of dissolution can be predicted from CT images of gallstones

(greatest in stones with a CT value of less than 60 HU)

[60–62]. The patients who will most likely benefit from oral

dissolution therapy are those with multiple, floating stones

with negative findings on abdominal radiography, less than

15 mm in diameter by ultrasonography and excretory

cholangiography, and with a CT value of less than 60 HU.

Floating stones should be confirmed by intravenous

cholangiography as no oral contrast agents are currently

commercially available. It should be noted that there are

limits to therapeutic efficacy, and the dissolution effect

cannot be expected with clearly calcified gallstones, with

pigmented gallstones, or if the gallbladder is not functioning.

The optimal dosage and administration regimen of bile

acid formulations differ, depending on the published

report; for example, UDCA at 7–11.1 mg/kg body

weight/day or 600 mg/day after each meal or before bed-

time [57, 58, 63, 64]; the UCDA dosage used in Japan is

600 mg/day. If CDCA is used in combination with UDCA,

CDCA at 300 mg/day is taken after each meal. The effi-

cacy of dissolution is assessed by diagnostic imaging after

6–12 months of medication. Since UDCA affects gall-

bladder contraction and increases its volume, colic pain is

also expected to be reduced [65, 66]. Although the com-

plete dissolution rate with UDCA is not very high, UDCA

has only a small number of side effects, and thus can be

regarded as a safe therapeutic agent [67]. In addition,

treatment with UDCA significantly reduces the likelihood

of surgery and decreases the incidence of biliary pain and

acute cholecystitis. Therefore, UDCA appears to be a

viable option for symptomatic patients in whom dissolution

therapy is indicated and who do not undergo surgery [19].

Dissolution efficacy is enhanced with the concomitant

use of simvastatin, a lipid-lowering agent [68]. Meanwhile,

the use of concomitant menthol or aspirin is not effective

[69, 70]. Recurrence is a problem in patients who undergo

dissolution therapy, with the cumulative rate of recurrence

over 12 years after dissolution reported to be 61%. How-

ever, it can be reduced to 16% in patients younger than

50 years with continuing use of UDCA [71]. Despite this,

UDCA is not effective for preventing gallstone formation

associated with rapid weight loss or long-term intravenous

hyperalimentation [72, 73].

Although dissolution therapy for cholelithiasis is effec-

tive, the evidence provided by many clinical trials is rela-

tively old. Therefore, reassessment based on actual clinical

practice in Japan needs to be performed.

CQ6: What is the indication for ESWL?

Statement

• As ESWL is effective for treatment of noncalcified

cholesterol gallstones in patients with normal
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gallbladder function, it should be performed in such

cases.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

Criteria for indication

1. X-ray-negative cholesterol gallstones. Stones with a

CT value of less than 50 HU and an ultrasound image

characteristic of pure cholesterol gallstones are

optimal.

2. Normal gallbladder function (gallbladder can be

visualized on intravenous cholangiography).

Commentary

ESWL is effective for the treatment of cholesterol gall-

stones. Meta-analysis combined with medical decision

analysis for ESWL treatment of symptomatic cholecys-

tolithiasis found that it was inferior to laparoscopic

cholecystectomy in cost-effectiveness, but superior in

terms of impact on quality-adjusted life expectancy [53].

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) comparing ESWL

and cholecystectomy found both procedures to be equiva-

lent in cost-effectiveness for the treatment of small gall-

stones (less than 4 cm3) [74], but 5-year posttreatment life

expectancy of patients with a single gallstone was superior

with ESWL compared with cholecystectomy [75]. In

contrast, cholecystectomy had lower recurrence rates and

higher rates of complete gallstone removal than ESWL

[76]. Therefore, procedure selection should be based on

cost-effectiveness and patient satisfaction.

There have been many reports of the effectiveness of

ESWL from Japan and other countries [7, 21, 22, 77–82],

including long-term outcomes over 5–10 years of follow-

up [83–86]. The elimination rate 1 year after ESWL

treatment of patients with single gallstones, gall-

stones smaller than 20 mm in diameter, and noncalcified

pure cholesterol gallstones (characteristic ultrasound

image, radiolucency, CT value of less than 50 HU) ranged

from 63% to 90% [7, 21, 22, 77–84]. For calcified

cholesterol gallstones, which are relatively common in

Japan, the elimination rate 1 year after ESWL was reported

to be 60% [87]. However, the therapeutic effect was lim-

ited, and elimination cannot be expected or achieved in

patients with obviously calcified or pigmented gallstones,

or without normal gallbladder function.

Treatment of cholecystolithiasis with ESWL involves

oral administration of a UDCA bile acid formulation, which

facilitates elimination of the pieces of crushed gallstones

[20, 88, 89]. Recurrence following ESWL is a problem as

the 10-year recurrence rate has been estimated to be 54–60%

[90, 91], and patients with reduced gallbladder function are

likelier to experience recurrence [92]. UDCA has also been

reported to be effective for preventing recurrence [86, 87].

As it has been reported that 36% of patients treated with

ESWL underwent cholecystectomy during a subsequent

follow-up period [93], ESWL does not appear to be the

first-choice treatment for cholecystolithiasis. Other studies

have concluded that ESWL could be considered in high-

risk surgery patients or in patients with Mirizzi syndrome

[94, 95].

CQ7: How should patients with Mirizzi syndrome be

treated?

Statement

• We recommend open cholecystectomy, or laparoscopic

cholecystectomy if the institution has adequate expe-

rience.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2 (91%).

Evidence level: C.

• As endoscopic biliary drainage is useful to eliminate

biliary obstruction, it should be performed.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: C.

Commentary

Mirizzi syndrome is a pathological condition involving

compression of the cervix of the gallbladder by stones and

stenosis of the common hepatic duct because of inflam-

mation. It is characterized by increased occurrence of

complications compared with routine surgery for chole-

cystolithiasis. The prevalence of Mirizzi syndrome differs

by country and region. It accounts for 5.7% (327/5673) of

cholecystectomy cases in Chile [96], but only 0.18% (36/

21,450) to 0.35% (16/4589) of cases in North America

[97, 98]. The proficiency of surgeons treating patients with

this disease also differs by region. The Csendes classifi-

cation recognizes four major types of Mirizzi syndrome:

type I is characterized by ‘‘classic’’ compression stenosis;

types II–IV involve formation of a cholecystocholedochal

fistula [95]. The type II–IV classification is determined by

how much of the common bile duct is affected by the

fistula; one third of the duct in type II Mirizzi syndrome,

two thirds in type III Mirizzi syndrome, and the entire

circumference in type IV Mirizzi syndrome. Bile duct

reconstruction becomes more difficult with increases in the

size of the cholecystocholedochal fistula. In some cases,

difficulty performing bile duct reconstruction makes it
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necessary to perform complex surgical procedures, such as

bile duct resection and choledochojejunostomy by the

Roux-en-Y method [96, 99].

Mirizzi syndrome is also characterized by the difficulty

of preoperative diagnosis. In one report, successful pre-

operative diagnosis was achieved by abdominal ultra-

sonography in only 20% (2/12) of cases, but 83.3% (10/12)

of cases were successfully diagnosed by MRCP [99].

Another study of preoperative diagnostic performance in

13 patients with Mirizzi syndrome and 39 control patients

with cholecystitis found that CT combined with MRCP was

significantly better than CT alone [100]. However, there

were three false-positive diagnoses of patients with Mirizzi

syndrome based on findings of compression that caused by

a different disease. Thus, the ability to accurately diagnose

Mirizzi syndrome before surgery remains limited and

needs to be addressed. A systematic review of reports

evaluating laparoscopic cholecystectomy for treatment of

Mirizzi syndrome found that the rate of switching to

laparotomy was significantly decreased when the accuracy

rate of preoperative diagnosis was high [101]. Although the

review did not find any significant differences across dis-

ease types for the rate of switching to laparotomy, most

investigators concluded that laparoscopic cholecystectomy

could be indicated for type I Mirizzi syndrome, and that

open cholecystectomy was preferable for other types. The

reason was a perceived high likelihood that bile duct

reconstruction would be required, or that a complication of

a gallbladder–digestive tract fistula would occur, in patients

with disease of type II severity or greater [96, 97, 99].

ERCP is more invasive than MRCP, but it offers good

diagnostic performance and allows biliary drainage to be

performed endoscopically. Laparoscopic cholecystectomy

succeeded in 43 of a series of 50 patients with Mirizzi

syndrome when it was performed in combination with

endoscopic nasobiliary drainage (ENBD; Fig. 1) [102].

Another report found that ESWL combined with ERCP

was effective for removal of stones, but involved only a

small number of cases [95]. Peroral cholangioscopic

lithotripsy has been reported to give good stone removal

outcomes in patients with type II Mirizzi syndrome, but it

cannot be viewed as a routine procedure because of large

differences in institutional resources [103].

CQ8: How should patients with complicated

cholecystitis be treated?

Statement

• We recommend cholecystectomy be performed early.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 1

(100%).

Evidence level: A.

• For patients at high surgical risk because of comor-

bidities or poor general condition and for severe cases

accompanied by organ damage, we recommend chole-

cystectomy be performed following gallbladder drai-

nage and improvement of the patient’s general

condition.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 1

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

Commentary

The Japanese Society for Abdominal Emergency Medicine

first published its ‘‘Clinical guidelines for acute cholangitis

and cholecystitis’’ in 2005, followed by revised versions in

2012 and 2013 [104, 105] (literature published outside the

search period). In these guidelines, the severity of acute

cholecystitis is evaluated, and recommended treatment

guidelines are presented according to severity. Prompt

cholecystectomy within 72 h of onset is recommended for

mild cases [106]. Elective cholecystectomy after gallblad-

der drainage is recommended for severe cases to improve

the patient’s general condition [107]. Some recent studies

have validated these guidelines [108–110], and publication

of large-scale prospective studies is awaited. Some issues

remain for the treatment of elderly patients and high-risk

surgical subpopulations [17].

Gallbladder drainage is a useful treatment for acute

cholecystitis when surgery cannot be performed promptly.

For example, in cases with concomitant sepsis or a high-

risk disease, when there is a lack of institutional resources,

or when the patient does not consent to surgery. Methods

for gallbladder drainage include percutaneous transhepatic

gallbladder drainage (PTGBD), which involves puncture of

the gallbladder under ultrasound or CT guidance, tube

placement, and continuous pus drainage (Fig. 1). Other

methods include percutaneous transhepatic gallbladder

aspiration (PTGBA), in which gallbladder contents are

removed through an ultrasonography-guided single punc-

ture followed by injection and removal of an antibacterial

agent), and endoscopic naso-gallbladder drainage

(ENGBD), which involves endoscopic insertion of a tube

into the gallbladder and transpapillary drainage (Fig. 2).

PTGBD is normally selected when the infected bile in

the gallbladder is viscous, and has been reported to be more

effective than PTGBA [111]. The disadvantages of

PTGBD include tube deviation and the restriction that the

tube cannot be removed until the fistula is complete

[112, 113]. PTGBA is procedurally simple, has no

requirement for tube placement, and there is no risk of self-

removal by elderly patients [113]. ENGBD is slightly more

technically demanding, with completion rates of about 80%
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in most reports. Although it is a safe and effective proce-

dure, it is currently positioned as a procedure to consider in

patients with accumulated ascites or bleeding tendency

[114]. For gallbladder drainage, our first recommendation

is PTGBD, but PTGBA should be considered because of its

procedural simplicity and ENGBD should be considered

for its safety. The choice should depend on the specific

circumstances of the institution.

CQ9: How should patients with concurrent

choleperitonitis or pericystic abscess be treated?

Statement

• We recommend emergency surgery (cholecystectomy,

abdominal drainage) be performed.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 1

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

• For cases involving high-risk surgery or poor general

condition, we recommend cholecystectomy be per-

formed after emergency gallbladder drainage and

improvement of the patient’s general condition.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 1 (100%).

Evidence level: B.

Commentary

Pericystic abscess because of the impact of acute chole-

cystitis on the surrounding tissue and acute cholecystitis

accompanied by choleperitonitis because of gallbladder

necrosis are classified as moderate-to-severe cholecystitis

in the Tokyo guidelines for management of acute

cholangitis and cholecystitis [105] (literature published

outside the search period). Progression of severe acute

cholecystitis accompanied by organ disorders (e.g., dis-

orders of the circulatory or central nervous systems, res-

piratory or renal dysfunction, or blood clotting disorder)

can occur even after the initial treatment, including fast-

ing, infusion, and administration of analgesics and

antibacterial agents, and can be life threatening. There-

fore, the guidelines for acute cholecystitis care include

emergency surgery (cholecystectomy, abdominal cavity

drainage) for moderate-to-severe cholecystitis with serious

local complications such as choleperitonitis and pericystic

abscess, in addition to management of the patient’s gen-

eral condition.

In severe cases, emergency gallbladder drainage is rec-

ommended along with immediate organ support as the

initial treatment. If the patient has gallstones, then chole-

cystectomy is recommended after the general condition has

improved. A report described the outcomes of four patients

with percutaneous treatment of gallbladder perforation and

bile leakage because of a high risk of surgical complica-

tions [115]. Defervescence was achieved in 48 h after

placement of an intrabiliary catheter and a drainage tube on

the underside of the liver and in the vicinity of the gall-

bladder, and elevated leukocyte counts normalized over

4 days. One patient underwent cholecystectomy 1 month

later, but the other three patients, who were asymptomatic,

refused cholecystectomy despite the physician’s recom-

mendation. In another report, PTGBD was performed in 21

acute cholecystitis patients with general anesthesia risk

[116]. Three patients died of sepsis within 48 h without any

appreciable improvement. Toxemia was mitigated in 17

patients. Similarly, in a series of 18 acute cholecystitis

patients who underwent percutaneous cholecystostomy as

an alternative to surgery because of advanced age or seri-

ous disease [117], 16 patients exhibited immediate symp-

tom abatement. One patient had to undergo open

cholecystectomy to address persistent peritonitis symp-

toms, and in another patient open cholecystectomy was

performed to address perforation of the large intestine

because of a procedure-related complication. Akhan et al.

[113], in a review of the literature, conclude that image-

guided percutaneous cholecystostomy is useful for pressure

reduction and contrast imaging in cholecystitis with or

without stones, cholangitis, and biliary obstruction. It also

provides a route for stone dissolution therapy or stone

removal with a success rate of 95–100%, and is accepted as

a therapy for acute cholecystitis and gallbladder perforation

in high-risk patients (Figs. 1, 2). Therefore, for high-risk

surgery patients or those with a poor general condition,

emergency gallbladder drainage is recommended with

cholecystectomy after the patient’s general condition has

improved. In elderly patients, particularly those with

underlying diseases, acute cholecystitis should be addres-

sed with caution and due consideration of the response

capacity of the institution and the patient’s condition [118].

Treatment of choledocholithiasis

CQ10: Should asymptomatic choledocholithiasis be

treated?

Statement

• Because there is a risk of developing cholangitis and

some other conditions, we propose asymptomatic

choledocholithiasis be treated.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: A.
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Commentary

Many choledocholithiasis patients present with jaundice

and abdominal pain, often complicated by acute

cholangitis. Even if it is asymptomatic, choledo-

cholithiasis can increase in severity because of con-

comitant acute cholangitis and can become fatal. It is

generally recommended to treat asymptomatic choledo-

cholithiasis as cholangitis symptoms such as fever and

right hypochondrium pain will eventually occur [119],

and all cases are subject to treatment [120]. Conse-

quently the natural history of asymptomatic choledo-

cholithiasis is poorly understood. Most asymptomatic

choledocholithiasis cases are likely to be found through

screening. It has been reported that 10–20% of patients

who undergo cholecystectomy for symptomatic chole-

cystolithiasis concomitantly have choledocholithiasis

[121]. Sarli et al. [122] compared the clinical scores of

74 cholecystolithiasis patients with choledocholithiasis

with those of 74 cholecystolithiasis patients without

choledocholithiasis. The scores, which included findings

on abdominal ultrasonography, history of pain, aspartate

aminotransferase levels, and alanine aminotransferase

levels, were found to predict the presence or absence of

choledocholithiasis. The investigators concluded that

ERCP and MRCP should be performed if the total score

is high because the concomitant presence of choledo-

cholithiasis is highly likely. The specificity and accuracy

of the prediction were 93% and 92% respectively. Jen-

dresen et al. [123] reported that choledocholithiasis was

found on MRCP in 26 of a series of 180 patients (14%)

scheduled for elective cholecystectomy for symptomatic

cholecystolithiasis. Horwood et al. [124] reported that

166 of 501 consecutive patients (33.1%) who underwent

laparoscopic cholecystectomy for symptomatic chole-

cystolithiasis were suspected of having choledocholithi-

asis, and that 64 were found to be positive for stones on

cholangiography. They also found that 3 of 335 patients

(0.9%) in whom choledocholithiasis was not suspected

became symptomatic after surgery and were found to

have residual common bile duct stones that needed to be

removed. As in the patients in these reports, cholecys-

tolithiasis patients should be evaluated for the possible

concurrent presence of choledocholithiasis, and should

be treated proactively whenever choledocholithiasis is

confirmed, even in the absence of cholangitis (Fig. 3).

A wait-and-see approach may be taken for some patients

because of advanced age, poor activities of daily living,

serious underlying disease, or the treatment policy of the

institution or attending physician.

CQ11: How should choledocholithiasis be treated?

Statement

• We recommend endoscopic or surgical removal of

common bile duct stones.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 1

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

Choledocholithiasis

Complica�on of 
gallstone pancrea��s

Complica�on of 
acute cholangi�s

Presence of 
acute cholangi�s

Absence of 
acute cholangi�s

Endoscopic sphincterotomy
and stone extrac�on

Treatment of pancrea��s

Endoscopic biliary drainage
or
Endoscopic stone extrac�on

Endoscopic or surgical stone extrac�on 
(simultaneous or pallia�ve cholecystectomy for gallbladder stone if present)  

***

***

*Including asymptoma�c cases and  not urgent cases  
**Consider to perform percutaneous biliary drainage if unsuccessful

***Percutaneous biliary drainage can be op�onal 

Fig. 3 Treatment of

choledocholithiasis.Regardless

of the presence or absence of

symptoms, all patients should be

subjected to endoscopic

treatments and/or surgical

techniques. The guidelines

ensure flexibility in choices

according to the actual clinical

environment. The clinical

procedures are presented in a

flowchart, while taking into

account that the actual clinical

settings are not uniform but

differ (see the text for details)
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Commentary

Treatment of choledocholithiasis includes endoscopic

therapy, open surgery, laparoscopic surgery, and percuta-

neous transhepatic treatment.

A meta-analysis comparing endoscopic treatment (in

combination with cholecystectomy; two-stage treatment)

of choledocholithiasis and surgery (one-stage surgery) for

choledocholithiasis (12 RCTs, 1357 cases) found no dif-

ferences in stone removal rate, mortality, and complication

rate [125]. The surgical procedures in this meta-analysis

included open (seven trials) and laparoscopic (five trials)

procedures, and the subanalysis also did not reveal any

differences. When cholecystectomy was performed at the

same time as the treatment for choledocholithiasis, the

hospital stay was reduced compared with two-stage treat-

ment despite there being no difference in the stone removal

rate [126, 127]. However, a prospective national survey

conducted by the Japan Biliary Association Scientific

Committee [128] (literature published outside the search

period) reported that only 3 of 77 cases of choledo-

cholithiasis were treated surgically (3.9%), one with

laparoscopic surgery and two with open choledochotomy.

A similar questionnaire survey by the Japan Society for

Endoscopic Surgery found that the two-stage treatment was

generally performed [45]. Although each institution should

choose a method with which it has the most expertise

(endoscopic treatment, surgical treatment), endoscopic

treatment (two-stage treatment) is currently the primary

treatment in Japan.

There have not been any RCTs or meta-analyses com-

paring surgery (including laparoscopic surgery) and

transpapillary endoscopic treatment in postcholecystec-

tomy patients. In the prospective survey conducted by the

Japan Biliary Association Scientific Committee [128], 47

of 66 patients with cholecystectomies (71.2%) subse-

quently underwent transpapillary endoscopic treatment,

whereas only five (7.6%) underwent surgical treatment.

CQ12-1: Endoscopic treatment. What are

the selection criteria for endoscopic sphincterotomy

and endoscopic papillary balloon dilation?

Statement

• There are no strict differences in the selection criteria

for endoscopic sphincterotomy (EST) and endoscopic

papillary balloon dilation (EPBD). We propose that

EPBD generally be performed in patients with

stones less than 1 cm in diameter and a bleeding ten-

dency.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2 (73%).

Evidence level: B.

Commentary

In 2009, a systematic review by Weinberg et al. [129]

reported a difference in the removal rates of common bile

duct stones by EST and EPBD. In contrast, a meta-analysis

by Liu et al. [130] in 2011 did not detect a significant

difference. However, both analyses found significantly

greater use of endoscopic mechanical lithotripsy for EPBD,

suggesting that EPBD is better suited for the removal of

stones with smaller diameters. Although there is no dif-

ference in mortality attributable to early postoperative

complications, bleeding is commoner with EST, and pan-

creatitis is encountered more often with EPBD. Therefore,

EPBD is a valid choice for patients with a coagulation

disorder, such as those with decompensated cirrhosis or

taking an oral anticoagulant. However, patients should be

fully informed of the increased risk of pancreatitis.

Regarding long-term prognosis, there is no significant

difference in the recurrence rate of choledocholithiasis

(acute cholangitis), but the 2009 systematic review noted a

significantly lower incidence of cholecystitis with EPBD

compared with EST [1.3% vs 5.0%; relative risk (RR) 0.29,

95% confidence interval (CI) 0.10–0.81)]. Whereas post-

treatment biliary infection may occur less frequently with

EPBD than with EST, the choice should be made after

consideration of other factors, such as stone size at the time

of treatment and the type of lithotripsy required for stone

removal.

Endoscopic papillary large-balloon dilation (EPLBD),

which uses a large balloon with a diameter of 12–20 mm,

is available as an endoscopic procedure for removing large

stones [131]. EPLBD is usually performed after small EST,

but there are some reports on the use of EPLBD alone. A

meta-analysis of RCTs comparing EST and EPLBD found

no difference in the stone removal rate (97.35% vs 96.35%)

or the use of endoscopic mechanical lithotripsy in cases

involving large stones. Postoperative bleeding was signif-

icantly less likely with EPLBD (odds ratio 0.15, 95% CI

0.04–0.50, p = 0.002), and no differences in the occur-

rence of pancreatitis, perforation, or cholangitis were noted

[132]. Nevertheless, because EPLBD has only a short

history of clinical use, reports of serious complications are

limited. It should be used with caution, and publication bias

should be considered.

CQ12-2: Endoscopic treatment. What are

the indications for biliary stenting?

Statement

• We propose stenting be performed in patients with

acute cholangitis and for prevention of cholangitis in

patients awaiting elective treatment for stones.
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Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

Commentary

Short-term endoscopic biliary stenting or ENBD is per-

formed in patients with acute cholangitis [133]. Long-term

stent placement in elderly patients or in patients with

serious complications that make bile duct stone removal

difficult is associated with a high mortality rate because of

severe cholangitis [134]. For this reason, the use of long-

term stenting should be limited to patients with a limited

life expectancy. However, it has been reported that long-

term stenting was effective in reducing the size of stones

refractory to mechanical lithotripsy, and that complete

elimination was achieved in 73.7–95.6% of cases when

stone removal procedures were repeated after 3–6 months

[135–139]. Even in patients given stents because stone

removal had been difficult, complete stone removal may be

achievable on retreatment; therefore reattempted stone

removal is useful. Although RCTs have been conducted,

comparison is difficult because of differences in the types

of stents and oral medications used [136–139].

CQ12-3: Endoscopic treatment. How should patients

with biliary obstruction complicated by cholangitis

be treated?

Statement

• We recommend endoscopic biliary drainage or endo-

scopic surgery for common bile duct stone removal.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 1

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

Commentary

Short-term stent placement (endoscopic biliary stenting,

ENBD) is recommended for patients with acute cholangitis

[140] (literature published outside the search period).

Cholangitis can be safely treated with endoscopic biliary

stenting alone without addition of EST, and stones can be

treated in an elective manner. However, the hospital stay

will be increased [141]. On the other hand, it has been

reported that drainage, such as ENBD, is not required if

stones are removed completely after EST in a one-stage

procedure [142]. Short-term stenting is required to prevent

cholangitis if any residual stones are suspected. The deci-

sion should be made in accordance with the surgeon’s

technical competence.

Comparison of drainage methods showed that the mor-

tality with EST plus ENBD is significantly lower than that

with open surgery. There is no evidence from direct

comparisons of percutaneous transhepatic biliary drainage

(PTBD) and endoscopic drainage, but, PTBD placement

is relatively invasive and associated with procedure-related

complications. However, each institution may choose the

method (PTBD or PTGBD) in which it has the greater

confidence. If the patient has a bleeding tendency (e.g.,

because of disseminated intravascular coagulation syn-

drome) endoscopic drainage should be the first choice.

CQ12-4: Endoscopic treatment. How should patients

with pancreatitis caused by gallstones be treated?

Statement

• We recommend prompt ERCP for patients with pan-

creatitis caused by gallstones, and EST if it is indicated.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

Commentary

In 2012, a meta-analysis of 15 RCTs with a subanalysis of

two additional trials compared routine early ERCP (with or

without EST) for gallstone pancreatitis with conservative

treatments (including selective ERCP), and found no dif-

ferences in mortality or local and systemic complications

[143]. In a group of patients with cholangitis, early routine

ERCP was shown to significantly reduce mortality (RR

0.20, 95% CI 0.06–0.68) and local complications (RR 0.45,

95% CI 0.20–0.99) and systemic complications (RR 0.37,

95% CI 0.18–0.78). In a group of patients with bile duct

obstruction, routine early ERCP led to significantly

decreased local and systemic pancreatitis complications

(RR 0.54, 95% CI 0.32–0.91). A meta-analysis [144] of

two RCTs involving early ERCP in patients with gallstone

pancreatitis without concomitant cholangitis found no

significant differences in complications (RR 0.95, 95% CI

0.74–1.22) and a tendency toward higher mortality for

early ERCP (RR 1.92, 95% CI 0.86–4.32). The usefulness

of early ERCP in severe cases was supported in a previous

meta-analysis [145], but recent studies have reported neg-

ative results and indicated that early ERCP is effective in

patients with acute cholangitis or bile duct obstruction as a

complication. However, it is difficult to accurately distin-

guish whether inflammatory responses, such as fever and

elevated white blood cell counts, which are essential for

diagnosis of cholangitis, are caused by pancreatitis or the

complicating cholangitis. Therefore, if a bile duct
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obstruction or stone is found on diagnostic imaging, and it

accompanies a prolonged hepatic disorder, jaundice, or a

related condition, patients should undergo early ERCP as

they appear to have acute cholangitis as a complication.

Although cholecystectomy is effective for preventing

the recurrence of gallstone pancreatitis, no agreement has

been reached regarding whether to perform it early after

onset or electively. A meta-analysis [146] that analyzed

998 cases of gallstone pancreatitis (one RCT and eight

cohort studies) reported that 95 patients (18%) were

rehospitalized while waiting for cholecystectomy because

of biliary events, including gallstone pancreatitis (43

patients), acute cholecystitis (17 patients), and colic attack

(35 patients). No differences were found in the surgical

complications associated with early and elective surgery.

Thus, cholecystectomy should be performed promptly after

the sedation of gallstone pancreatitis. The only RCT to

compare laparoscopic cholecystectomy within 48 h (25

patients) and conservative treatment (25 patients) for mild

gallstone pancreatitis found no differences in the rate of

switching from laparoscopic to open surgery or in periop-

erative complications [147]. Patients who underwent early

laparoscopic cholecystectomy had a significantly shorter

hospital stay (3.5 days vs 5.8 days).

CQ12-5: Endoscopic treatment. How should patients

with a history of undergoing Roux-en-Y anastomosis

or Billroth II gastrectomy be treated?

Statement

• We recommend endoscopic treatment.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: C.

Commentary

Patients with a history of undergoing Roux-en-Y anasto-

mosis or Billroth II gastrectomy have generally been

treated by percutaneous transhepatic cholangioscopy

(PTCS) [148] because it is difficult to reach the papilla with

a conventional duodenal endoscope. Double-balloon

(Fig. 1) or single-balloon small-bowel endoscopes are now

available, and make it possible to reach the duodenal

papilla. ERCP using a long-scope small-bowel endoscope

is more technically demanding than conventional ERCP

because it is compatible with a limited set of instruments

and does not have a forceps elevator. Moreover, compli-

cations such as perforation during insertion can occur in

patients with postoperative adhesions. All relevant reports

are case series, and they document 54–62% success in

reaching the papilla and 100% treatment success in patients

with previous Roux-en-Y anastomosis [149–152], and

corresponding rates of 89% and 100% in patients with

previous Billroth II gastrectomy [153–157]. These ERCP

case series included only a small number of Roux-en-Y

anastomosis patients (6 of 32 procedures) and Billroth II

gastrectomy patients (9 of 43 procedures); no serious

complications were reported. However, as the effects of

publication bias cannot be ruled out, this procedure should

be performed carefully at specialized institutions.

ERCP treatment using a duodenum endoscope inserted

into the afferent loop of the Roux-en-Y anastomosis under

laparoscopic assistance (LA–ERCP) has been reported

[152, 158, 159], and a study comparing LA-ERCP with

double-balloon endoscopes [5] has indicated that LA-

ERCP was superior in both the papillary reach rate (100%

vs 72%, p = 0.005) and the treatment success rate (100%

vs 59%, p\ 0.001). However, LA–ERCP cannot be con-

sidered a routine technique for clinical use.

CQ12-6 Endoscopic treatment. How should patients

with biliary obstruction complicated

by cholecystolithiasis be treated?

Statement

• We recommend combined laparoscopic cholecystec-

tomy and endoscopic removal of common bile duct

stones.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 1

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

Commentary

A meta-analysis of studies comparing two-stage treat-

ment by EST followed by laparoscopic cholecystectomy

with one-stage treatment involving the removal of bile

duct stones performed concurrently with laparoscopic

cholecystectomy found no differences in the stone

removal rate, complications, or mortality. An analysis

comparing two-stage treatment by laparoscopic chole-

cystectomy followed by endoscopic stone removal with

one-stage laparoscopic treatment also found no differ-

ences other than length of hospital stay [160]. A meta-

analysis of nine RCTs including 933 patients comparing

one-stage and two-stage treatment for endoscopic stone

removal found no differences in stone removal rate,

complication rate, mortality, or other parameters [126].

The analysis concluded that the costs of the procedures

could not be compared because different methods were

used to calculate the costs in different countries and
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regions. It was found that treatment policy should be

determined on the basis of the availability of institu-

tional resources and medical specialists. A prospective

national survey conducted by the Japan Biliary Associ-

ation Scientific Committee [128] (literature published

outside the search period) found that the treatment most

often used for gallbladder stones complicated by chole-

docholithiasis was endoscopic stone removal surgery

with or without cholecystectomy (81.8%, 63 of 77 cases)

Two-stage treatment was the main procedure used in

clinical practice in Japan. One-stage laparoscopy-guided

treatment was used in only 1.3% of cases (1/77).

An RCT comparing a rendezvous EST technique that

uses a guidewire introduced into the duodenal papilla via

a transcystic route during laparoscopic cholecystectomy

and EST following cholecystectomy found no differences

in complications and stone removal rates, but did report

that postoperative hyperamylasemia occurs at a lower rate

with the rendezvous technique [161]. A meta-analysis of

four RCTs involving 532 patients comparing preoperative

EST and intraoperative EST using the rendezvous tech-

nique reported that post-EST complications occurred at a

significantly lower rate and hospital stays were signifi-

cantly shorter with intraoperative EST. There was no

difference in the stone removal rate [127]. Although the

intraoperative rendezvous technique facilitates bile duct

cannulation and is expected to reduce the incidence of

pancreatitis and other complications, it can be performed

only at resource-rich institutions because it requires pro-

longed surgery time and an endoscopic specialist to be

available in the operating room.

Complications such as cholecystitis occur over the long

term if a calculous gallbladder is preserved after EST, and

cholecystectomy is recommended in such cases [162]. A

cohort study [163] comparing elderly patients aged

80 years or older with younger patients found a low fre-

quency of cholecystitis in the elderly patients and con-

cluded that cholecystectomy may be not necessary. A

meta-analysis of five RCTs involving 662 patients [164]

reported high death rates and gallstone-related compli-

cations in patients with preserved gallbladders, and thus

recommended prophylactic cholecystectomy. However,

as deaths from causes unrelated to gallstones were

included, there may have been selection bias related to

patient variables. A post-EST cohort study found that

pneumobilia increased the risk of complications in gall-

bladder-preserved cases, but no data on the risk of death

were shown [165, 166]. Although not removing the gall-

bladder after EST is clearly associated with gallstone-

related complications in the long term, it remains

unknown whether this is associated with increased

mortality.

CQ13: What methods are there for surgical stone

removal?

Statement

• There are no strict differences in the selection criteria

for open surgery and laparoscopic surgery to remove

common bile duct stones. We recommend that for both

methods, residual biliary stones be searched for by

intraoperative cholangioscopy.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 1

(100%).

Evidence level: B.

Commentary

Although open surgery was the previous standard proce-

dure, since the introduction of laparoscopic surgery, both

are now performed. Published reports on the laparoscopic

treatment of choledocholithiasis include both cohort stud-

ies and individual series [167–176]. Switching to open

surgery occurred in 1.4–13% of procedures [167–176], and

transcystic stone removal was performed more frequently

than choledochotomy, with the former being performed in

60–70% of cases [167–176]. All of these reports found that

laparoscopic one-stage removal of common bile duct

stones is noninferior to two-stage removal using a peroral

endoscope and that laparoscopic surgery can be performed

in most cases of choledocholithiasis. In a prospective study

comparing open choledochotomy (118 patients) and

laparoscopic choledochotomy (138 patients) [177] (litera-

ture published outside the search period) published in 2012,

laparoscopic surgery was found to be superior to open

surgery in terms of intraoperative bleeding (20 mL vs

285 mL, p\ 0.01), hospital stay (4.2 ± 1.8 days vs

12.6 ± 4.5 days), postoperative complications [6.5% (9/

139) vs 12.7% (15/118), p\ 0.01], and wound infections

[0.7% (1/138) vs 5.9% (7/118), p\ 0.01]. However, in a

meta-analysis of endoscopic and surgical treatment by

Clayton et al. [178], a subgroup analysis of open surgery

and laparoscopic surgery found no differences in the stone

removal rate, mortality, or complication rate.

The 12th questionnaire survey on endoscopic surgery

[45], which was published in 2014 in Japan (literature

published outside the search period), found that in 372

respondent institutions, laparoscopic stone removal was

performed in all patients at 18 institutions (5%), laparo-

scopic stone removal was performed in select patients at

214 institutions (58%), and stones were removed via open

surgery in all patients at 140 institutions (38%). These

results indicate that the laparoscopic removal of common
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bile duct stones has not yet become common practice in

Japan, as about 40% of institutions throughout the country

are still using open surgery for this procedure.

As discussed already, laparoscopic removal is possible

for most common bile duct stones and has a low rate of

intraoperative switching to open surgery. However, most of

the evidence comes from institutions specializing in

laparoscopy. The laparoscopic removal of common bile

duct stones requires routine availability of both the devices

used and surgeons with relevant experience. The survey

results indicate that open choledochotomy is used by

approximately half of the institutions in Japan, and is still

of significance in routine clinical practice.

Treatment of choledocholithiasis by open surgery

involves choledochotomy (one-stage suture closure or bil-

iary drainage). Treatment of choledocholithiasis by

laparoscopic surgery is achieved either by the transcystic

removal of stones or by incision of the common bile duct to

remove stones. The transcystic tube method is used only

for common bile duct stones with a small diameter that are

present in small numbers and are located on the duodenal

side of the site where the three ducts merge. Otherwise,

incision of the common bile duct is indicated. Caution

should be exercised when common bile duct incision is

considered in cases involving a duct of 10 mm in diameter

or less because there is a risk of postoperative biliary

stricture. When a common bile duct incision is performed,

it is a common practice to search for residual gallstones by

intraoperative cholangioscopy in addition to usual explo-

ration of the bile duct [179]. With common bile duct

incisions, as in open surgery, suturing may be performed in

one stage without drainage or with drainage using a C tube

or T tube. Tube insertion makes it possible to perform

postoperative imaging, reduce biliary fistulae, and remove

residual stones through the tube route. Although it has been

reported that the use of a T tube leads to a high rate of

serious complications, such as biliary fistulae, the removal

of residual stones is easier. Although no appreciable dif-

ferences have been found between one-stage suturing and

T-tube insertion with regard to intraoperative bleeding,

postoperative complications, and wound infection, hospital

stays are shorter with one-stage suturing.

Treatment of hepatolithiasis

CQ14: Should asymptomatic hepatolithiasis be

treated?

Statement

• Unless there are findings indicative of hepatatrophy or

malignancy, regular follow-up observation through

imaging is proposed.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: C.

Commentary

Treatment is advised for both symptomatic and asymp-

tomatic hepatolithiasis (Fig. 4). However, among asymp-

tomatic patients with peripheral hepatolithiasis located in

Hepatolithiasis

Past history of 
bile duct reconstruc�ve surgery

Liver atrophy
Intrahepa�c CCA

Hepatectomy Bile duct stenosis

POCS
PTCS

POCS
PTCS

POCS
PTCS

Surgical treatment
(bile duct reconstruc�on, hepatectomy, etc.)

Symptom

Hepatectomy

Follow-up

No Yes

Unsuccessful
NoYes

Yes No

NoYes

Unsuccessful

Unsuccessful

CCA, cholangiocarcinoma; POCS, Peroral cholangioscopy; PTCS, percutaneous transhepa�c cholangioscopy

Fig. 4 Treatment of

hepatolithiasis. The

flowchart ensures flexibility in

choices according to the actual

clinical environment (see the

text for details)
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the bile duct peripheral to the second-order biliary radicals

and no history of biliary reconstruction, it is unlikely that

patients without bile duct dilatation and strictures will

become symptomatic. Specifically, regular follow-up

observation via minimally invasive tests, such as abdomi-

nal ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging,

without treatment was shown to be feasible [180]. During

follow-up observation, if a neoplastic lesion is suspected or

hepatatrophy and biliary strictures are observed, close

examination is required. In patients with localized intra-

hepatic biliary strictures, even in the absence of symptoms,

close examination with various diagnostic modalities is

required, and biopsy with ERCP is needed to rule out

malignancy [181] (literature published outside the search

period). The treatment approach should be decided after

careful consideration of the age, performance status, and

general condition of the patient and the location of the

stone [182].

CQ15: What are the indications

for pharmacotherapy?

Statement

• No pharmacological agents have been proven to be

effective for stone dissolution therapy; therefore,

pharmacotherapy is not recommended.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: D.

Commentary

The efficacy of pharmacotherapy for hepatolithiasis was

assessed in a few studies, none of which were large-scale

studies; thus, no clear conclusions could be reached.

Among different classes of hepatolithiasis, pigment

stones (i.e., calcium bilirubinate stones) are the common-

est, whereas cholesterol stones account for 5–10% of all

cases [183]. However, the cholesterol content of calcium

bilirubinate stones is higher than that of bile duct stones,

and cholesterol oversaturation of bile could be a cause of

intrahepatic stone formation.

With this taken into account, drugs that are potentially

effective against hepatolithiasis include fibrates that lower

lipid levels, the herbal medicine inchinkoto, and UDCA,

which is used as an oral agent for dissolving cholesterol

stones [183]. For example, UDCA therapy resulted in the

complete disappearance of hepatolithiasis in 25% of

patients with Caroli syndrome and partial dissolution of

gallstones in 75% of patients with Caroli syndrome, which

is associated with cholesterol oversaturation of bile, and

clinical remission was maintained [184]. Furthermore, in

cases of hepatolithiasis associated with MDR3 deficiency,

recurrence was prevented with UDCA therapy in all

patients [185]. Furthermore, although UDCA may be

effective against hepatolithiasis associated with cholesterol

oversaturation of bile, studies on this topic included a small

number of individuals, and further prospective studies with

data collection on more cases are required.

Conversely, in a cohort study conducted by an inves-

tigative group supported by the Ministry of Health, Labour,

and Welfare of Japan, where concurrent biliary cancer was

defined as the objective variable, albeit statistically mar-

ginal, oral UDCA therapy was identified as a factor that

lowered the risk of cancer onset, with a hazard ratio of

0.253 [186] (literature published outside the search period).

Although several factors such as oral dosage and treatment

period require further investigation, the onset of intrahep-

atic bile duct cancer was a prognosis predictor for hepa-

tolithiasis, and the efficacy of UDCA therapy for

hepatolithiasis in preventing cancer onset was

demonstrated.

CQ16: What are the indications for ESWL?

Statement

• ESWL with concurrent peroral or percutaneous endo-

scopic treatment is proposed for patients without biliary

strictures as well as for those with mild strictures.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: D.

Commentary

There have been hardly any reports regarding the thera-

peutic outcomes of ESWL monotherapy for hepatolithiasis.

Most reports have described the use of ESWL in con-

junction with endoscopic transpapillary treatment or with

PTCS therapy [187–189]. The purpose of ESWL is to

break the stone into smaller fragments, thereby enabling its

endoscopic removal. Thus, in the event of intrahepatic bile

duct stenosis, the stone is assumed not to be completely

removed even after successful fragmentation, and indica-

tions for ESWL should be determined with care.

During ESWL, it is often difficult to focus the shock

waves on gallstones, and the target is usually located by

injection of contrast medium via an ENBD tube or a PTBD

tube [187, 188].

ESWL was reported to be effective in the fragmentation

of stones in 60–90% of cases, and the complete stone

removal rate was 60–100% with concurrent treatment
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[187, 188]. The level of fragmentation achieved by ESWL

differed depending on the type of stone and was reported to

be high (92%) for cholesterol stones and low (36%) for

calcium bilirubinate stones. There are few reports of

ESWL-related complications in concurrent treatment with

endoscopic transpapillary treatment or PTCS therapy.

CQ17: What are the indications for hepatectomy?

Statement

• Hepatectomy is proposed for patients with concurrent

intrahepatic bile duct cancer and for patients with

hepatatrophy.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: C.

• Hepatectomy is recommended for patients with symp-

toms in the left lobe and no history of biliary

reconstruction.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: C.

Commentary

Hepatectomy for hepatolithiasis results in lower residual

stone and stone recurrence rates than other surgical treat-

ments such as lithotomy with T-tube placement and chole-

dochojejunostomy as well as nonsurgical treatments, such as

percutaneous transhepatic cholangioscopic lithotripsy

(PTCSL) and ERCP [190–195]. However, hepatolithiasis

presents with a myriad of clinical manifestations, and

treatment should be determined on a case-by-case basis.

In patients with concurrent or suspected intrahepatic bile

duct cancer, hepatectomy is performed if the risks are

acceptable. Intrahepatic bile duct cancer is a common

complication of hepatolithiasis, with an incidence rate of

5.3–12.9% [196], and is the most important clinical prog-

nosis predictor [197]. However, because preoperative

diagnosis is not possible in many cases, and there are many

advanced cases, concurrent bile duct cancer should always

be considered when patients with hepatolithiasis are being

treated.

Surgery is also indicated for bile duct cancer, a common

complication in patients with hepatatotrophy. A nationwide

survey conducted in Japan revealed that in 88% of patients, the

site of concurrent bile duct cancer was consistent with the site

of the atrophied hepatic lobe [198]. Therefore, hepatectomy

should be selected for the atrophied hepatic site.

Hepatolithiasis often affects the left lobe. In a cohort

survey conducted by the Hepatolithiasis Study Group in

Japan, Cox regression analysis of patients with primary

hepatolithiasis and no history of biliary reconstruction

revealed that lithiasis of the left lobe was a significant risk

factor for cancer onset and that hepatectomy significantly

lowered the risk of cancer onset [199]. Left lobectomy is an

easier and safer surgical procedure than right lobectomy;

therefore, hepatectomy is usually indicated for symptomatic

patients [193, 198]. Furthermore, the short-term outcomes of

endoscopic surgery, which has attracted attention recently,

were comparable with those of open surgery [199–201].

However, in Japan, only lateral segmentectomy is covered

by the national health insurance scheme, and the indication

should be determined with due care.

In bilobar hepatolithiasis, physicians often find it diffi-

cult to decide whether hepatectomy should be performed.

Comparison of hepatectomy with unilobar hepatolithiasis

revealed that treatment outcomes such as complete stone

removal, recurrence, and complication rates differed

[202–204] and that the indication for hepatectomy should

be determined with consideration of remnant liver function.

Furthermore, hepatectomy in combination with other

therapies was useful [205].

The extent of hepatectomy is insufficient when only the

site with the stone is resected. Most patients in whom

hepatectomy is indicated have biliary strictures and

dilatation. As residual biliary stricture and dilatation are

risk factors for recurrent stone formation and bile duct

cancer, resection must encompass these structures

[190–204]. Therefore, extrahepatic bile duct resection with

biliary reconstruction is needed in patients with concurrent

cancer of the portal area and extrahepatic bile duct, with

concurrent pancreatic–bile duct junction abnormalities, and

with strictures extending from the portal area to the

extrahepatic bile duct. However, in other patients, extra-

hepatic bile duct resection and biliary reconstruction

should be avoided [205].

In recent years, several patients who underwent liver

transplant for hepatolithiasis have been reported. However,

there have been few reports targeting a large number of

cases, and the long-term outcomes of this approach remain

largely unclear. Therefore, at present, liver transplant

should be indicated only for patients with severe cirrhosis

or bilobar diffuse hepatolithiasis, and for whom none of the

other approaches, including hepatectomy, are

suitable [206].

CQ18: What are the indications for PTCS?

Statement

• PTCS is proposed for patients without hepatatotrophy

and with or without mild biliary strictures.
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Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: D.

Commentary

PTCS for hepatolithiasis succeeded in the complete

removal of stones in 80–96.7% of cases when combined

with electrohydraulic shock wave lithotripsy irrespective of

a history of biliary reconstruction [207–209]. Unsuccessful

procedures can result from intrahepatic bile duct strictures;

the rate of complete stone removal in patients with par-

ticularly severe strictures was reported to be as low as 58%

[208]. Takada et al. [210] performed intraoperative and

postoperative biliary endoscopy via the common bile duct

in 86 patients with hepatolithiasis. They reported that the

treatment was successful in 59 patients (69%) and that this

approach was particularly successful (98%) among patients

without biliary strictures.

Meanwhile, studies indicated that the rate of recurrent

stone formation was 35–53% [191, 207–209], and the rate

of residual stone was approximately 10–20% [209]. Fur-

thermore, stones could be completely removed in 3% of

patients without biliary strictures [210]. Therefore, it is

important to aim for complete stone removal, and long-

term postoperative follow-up evaluation is needed. Fur-

thermore, the rate of recurrence was high and the time to

recurrence was short in patients with biliary strictures

[207]. In addition to the limitation of PTCS efficacy in

patients with biliary strictures [211], the rate of recurrence

was reported to be high in patients with intrahepatic bile

duct dilatation and those with Child class B or class C

advanced cirrhosis [207, 208]. Thus, due care should be

exercised in determination of PTCS indications.

Complications of PTCS include bile duct hemorrhage,

cholangitis, liver abscess, and perforating injury in PTBD,

with a reported complication incidence of 1.6–13.2%

[207–209, 212]. The mean number of treatments required

to achieve complete stone removal is 3.9–6 [207–209], and

prolongation of hospital stay also poses a problem.

CQ19: What are the indications for peroral

endoscopic treatment?

Statement

• Peroral endoscopic treatment is proposed for patients

without hepatatotrophy and with or without mild biliary

strictures.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2 (100%).

Evidence level: D.

• Peroral endoscopic treatment is proposed for patients

who have undergone biliary reconstruction.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2 (90%).

Evidence level: D.

Commentary

The indication of peroral endoscopic treatment of hepa-

tolithiasis differs depending on the positive or negative

patient history of biliary reconstruction.

In negative history of biliary reconstruction,

transpapillary endoscopic treatment is indicated for

patients without bile duct strictures. However, no

studies with a large number of participants were con-

ducted to assess transpapillary endoscopic treatment of

hepatolithiasis without choledocholithiasis, and most

reports described concurrent choledocholithiasis

[212–214]. Tanaka et al. [212] conducted EST in 57

patients with concurrent hepatolithiasis and choledo-

cholithiasis and reported that the stones were com-

pletely removed in 24 patients (42.1%), including three

patients with spontaneous stone passage. Furthermore,

in subsequent long-term follow-up, no late complica-

tions were observed in patients with complete stone

removal, whereas late complications were observed in

ten patients with residual stones (cholangitis in seven

patients, including two deaths and liver abscess in three

patients). Ikeda et al. [213] reported that in long-term

follow-up after EST for concurrent hepatolithiasis and

choledocholithiasis, three patients died of liver absces-

ses. Therefore, residual stones following EST are a high

risk factor for secondary biliary infection; complete

stone removal is necessary by various additional

approaches, and careful posttreatment follow-up

assessment is needed [212, 214].

Conversely, the development of balloon endoscopy

has led to an increased use of endoscopic treatment for

patients with hepatolithiasis following biliary recon-

struction [215, 216]. Shimatani et al. [215] used short

double-balloon enteroscopy to treat seven patients with

stones in a biliojejunal anastomosis after pancreatico-

duodenostomy, and reported that the site of anasto-

mosis was reached and stones were completely

removed in all patients. However, the long distance to

the site of anastomosis and restrictions due to the

scope channel diameter make this a very challenging

procedure that should be performed by experienced

practitioners. Peroral endoscopic treatment of hepa-

tolithiasis is expected to be increasingly performed,

and long-term outcomes of this approach are a topic

for future studies.
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CQ20: What treatments are recommended

for hepatolithiasis following biliary reconstruction?

Statement

• Hepatectomy is proposed for patients with concurrent

or suspected intrahepatic bile duct cancer.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: C.

• Peroral or percutaneous endoscopic treatment is pro-

posed.

Strength of recommendation (agreement rate): 2

(100%).

Evidence level: D.

Commentary

There is a high rate of recurrence of hepatolithiasis fol-

lowing biliary reconstruction [217]. Furthermore, hepa-

tolithiasis may be accompanied by cholangitis, liver

abscess, or intrahepatic bile duct cancer. Drainage place-

ment for patients with cholangitis can be achieved by per-

oral endoscopy and a percutaneous approach, but PTBD is

generally indicated. However, some patients do not exhibit

bile duct dilatation; in such cases, expert skill is needed.

After the resolution of inflammation, the drainage tube size

is increased to prepare the patient for electric hydraulic-

PTCSL (refer to CQ3–CQ18). Conversely, advances in

balloon endoscopy resulted in an increased use of peroral

endoscopy that was reported to be efficacious. However, the

procedure is technically difficult and should be performed

by expert practitioners. Few reports described treatment by

ESWL monotherapy; instead, combination therapy with

peroral endoscopic treatment and PTCS is preferred. When

hepatectomy is performed for treatment of hepatolithiasis,

recurrence is rare, and progress is good, if intrahepatic

stones and the affected bile duct are completely removed

[218]. Furthermore, the atrophied lobe is highly likely to be

the primary site of onset for bile duct cancer; thus, ideal

treatment is the resection of the atrophied lobe.
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